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Of mice and men worksheets free

**THIS IS A INSTANT DOWNLOAD**This free bonus resource includes worksheets of expansion activities from our title guide to the Study of Mice and Men Gr. 9-12 Novel Study Guide. Enjoy 6 BONUS worksheets from our Guide to the Study of Mice and Men Gr. 9-12. These worksheets can be used independently or paired with
individual resources as expansion activities when the volume is completed. And the best part is, it's FREE. About these BONUS worksheets: Written in bloom taxonomy, these worksheets comply with your state standards. Each concept contains worksheets of practice and comprehension activities to ensure that your students are
engaged and fully understand the novel.****************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************From Mice and Men Gr. 9-12:Learn more about life during the
Great Depression as you learn about friendship, survival, and prejudice. Our versatile resource enables great group interaction or independent work as an assessment. Familiarize yourself with the tricky words from the novel before reading using them in a sentence. We include examples from text that show characters exploiting the
weaknesses of others. Draw a picture of George's ideal piece of land as Lennie and Candy describe it. Imagine a story unfolding today and rewriting the beginning to reflect that change. List the essential themes of the novel about the link organizer. All of our content meets your state standards and is written to Bloom's taxonomy. In order
to continue enjoying our site, please confirm your identity as a man. Thank you so much for your cooperation. John Steinbeck (grades 9-12) FreeReport problemOs resource is designed for British teachers. Look at the American version.
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